Here Kitty, Kitty

kitten  Siamese  chase  predator  jump
meow    pet      yarn   feline    hide
fur     cute     string  hunt     sneak
hairball nose    feathers purring  stealth
pounce  tail     litter box playful quiet
claws   whiskers scooper  paws     attention
scratch sleep   laser   swipe    nine lives
calico  bowl    pointer  climb

Secret Message
To decode the secret message, write the unused letters in the order in which they appear in the puzzle.

___     ___ ___ ___     ___ ___     ___ ___ ___     ___ ___ ___ ___
___ ___ ___ ___        ___ ___ ___ ___
___ ___ ___ ___ ___
___ ___ ___     ___ ___ ___
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